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Let dl be a compact differentiable manifold and& : M-+ M a differentiable 
flow. A closed $,-invariant set X C M containing no fixed points is called 
hyperhlic if the tangent bundle restricted to X can be written as the Whitney 
sum of three D&-invariant subbundlcs: 
TX&l z E 4 1;” + B” 
where E is the one-dimensional bundle tangent to the flow-, and them are 
constants c, h > 0 so that 
(d) i r,yqq/~ < ce -Al I, 7j ‘1 for z’ E Ei, t 1- ,? 0 
and 
(1,) :’ Il~-,(u)l~ < ce hf Ii u 11 for 24 E EU ) t>o. 
I~EFINIlXON. A closed &-invariant set X C &’ is called basic if 
(a) X contains no fixed points and is hyperbolic, 
(b) the periodic orbits contained in X arc dense in X, 
(c) at j X is transitive, 
(d) there is an open set l-’ 3 X so that X --_ nlFR(6,(1;‘). 
Hasic sets are the building blocks of the Axiom A flows of Smale [9]. In 
this paper we shall characterize topological flows that occur as 4, I X with X 
a one-dimensional basic set for a differentiable flow 4, . 
I. HYPERBOLIC SYMBOLIC 1~1.o~ 
Let .,s’Z be a finite set and CJL L 7 nZtiti. We dcnotc (w&~ in CJl by m 
and write mi = wzi . We give J# the discrete topology and xMK the product 
topology. We get the same topology from the metric d, defined on Cnl for 
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a > 1 as follows: d,(m, n) --= a- N where N is the largest nonnegative integer 
so that m, = ni for all ] i 1 < :V. 
The shift homcomorphism o : CJl -> xJ is defined by c(m), L mi, r . 
/1 C xJr is called a subs/zift if fl is closed, u(n) -= A, and u ( (1 is transitive 
(if U, C’ are open sets in (1, then o”(U) n V -$ Y: for some m > 0). Suppose 
il is a subshift and there is a map A : 4” -* {O, I> for some n > 0 so that 
A = {m E CM : A(mi , m, !.i ,..., mi,,-J : I for all i E Z>; 
then A is called a sd~shzft ofjnite type (or of type n). 
If /l C Cd is a subshift and f : /1 -+ R a positive continuous function, 
WC can define a suspension flow. Let 
Y = {(m,t):tE[O,f(m)],mEil}Cn x R. 
Identify the points (m, f (m)) and (u(m), 0) for all m E /1 to get a new space 
/l(o,f). Then Jo, f) is a compact metrizable space (see [3] for a metric). 
One obtains the suspension Jzou: sust(u, f) on cl(c,f) by “flowing vertically” 
and remembering identifications. If z = q(m, u) where q : Y -- t A(u, f) is 
the quotient map, then for t > 0 let 
sust(z) = 4(&(m), z)), 
where k 2 0 is chosen so that 
k-l 
z, ::= t i- u - 2 f(uj(m)) 
j-0 
satisfies 0 < ‘I <f (u”(m)). 
DEFINITION. A hyperbolic symbolic jw is a flow of the form 
SUSt(U,f) : A(u,f) --j A(u,f )> 
whcrc (1 is a subshift of finite type and f : /l -+ R is positive and Lipschitz 
with respect to the metric da for some a > 1. 
If (1 C EM is a subshift of type 71, define R : /1 + xncn by &m)i =_: 
hi , miTl ,-., mi+,-,). Then (1’ == g(A) is a subshift of type 2 and u ! (1’ is 
isomorphic to u I(1. It follows that in the definition of hyperbolic symbolic 
flow one can assume d is of type 2 (the Lipschitz condition on f is preserved 
by cd. 
We shall prove that the class of hyperbolic symbolic flows is the same as the 
class of one-dimensional basic sets 4 t : X -+ X with 4t a Cr-flow (for each 
1 < r < co). This is analogous to the result that the zero-dimensional basic 
sets for diffeomorphisms arc the subshifts of finite type [I, p. 371. 
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2. ONE-DIMENSIOKAL BASIC SETS 
We recall Proposition I .6 of [2], which follows from stable manifold theory. 
A similar statement is in [S]. 
I~EILIMA 1. Let X De a basic set joz rbt : 31 + AI. There are d, h :> 0 with 
the following property: for 77 > 0 there is a 6 > 0 so that, if x, y E X, h : R - + R 
is continuous, h(0) = : 0 and d(&(x), 4&x)) < 6 for all I t : < L, then 
d(y, +Jx)) < decAL 
I’HEOREIVI 1. Let X be a one-dimensional basic set jor (bt : M -+ M. Then 
& ,Y is isomorphic to a hyperbolic symbolic jlow. 
Proof. Suppose q and S arc as in the above lemma. Suppose x, y E X, 
h : R + A is continuous with h(0) L-- 0 and, d(k(x), a&y)) < 6 for all 
t E Ii; then y -= &(x) for some \ v i < 17 by the lemma. This is precisely 
what is meant by saying that the flow & i X is expansive [3]. We recall the 
symbolic dynamics of [3, section 51. Let 9’ be a finite family of pairwise 
disjoint closed local cross sections of the flow $t : X--t X so that X == 
$,_a,o1S+ where ST- = IJ 9’ and (Y > 0. For x E S+ there is a first positive 
time t,(x) .< r so that dl,o(x) E S-+; let H(x) =.: &cz,(x). Then Z;l : Si- --f S-;- 
is a bijection. One gets a doubly infinite sequence of numbers 
... < t._,(x) < t”(x) = 0 < q(x) . . 
so that &J~~(x) ~7 II”(x). Since Y is a disjoint family, there is a /3 > 0 so 
that tl(x) 2 /3 for all x E Se. 
Since X is one dimensional, we can find (Theorem 10 of [3]) a u-invariant 
closed set A C C,Y and a homcomorphism n : A -k S-, so that the following 
is true: If one sets j(S) =: tln(S), then the map p : A(a,f) -* X defined by 
p(q(S, t)) -= 4,(S) is a homeomorphism and & c p -2= p c susl . This means 
that the flows #Q : X--f X and sust : A(cz, j) - A(o,j) are isomorphic 
(notice that “isomorphic” stronger than “conjugate”). 
In constructing .‘iE one may assume that each SE .Y is a subset of some 
differentiable local cross section to the flow $Q : M + M. Xow T is defined 
by the relations H%(S) E S, (remember that X is one dimensional) and so 
t, on rr(T E A : 1; =: S, , T1 =:- S,j is the time it takes to go from one 
differentiable section to another; as this time varies difhxentiably with the 
point in the first section, j is Lipschitz in terms of n(T). 
.Y was constructed in [3] so that diam S < (Y for S c 9 and tl(x) < a. 
jOj/lZ/I-I2 
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Let 7 > 0 be small and 6 as in Lemma 1. In the construction of .Y’ make sum 
that a > 0 is so small that 
s~p{d(~,(x),&,(y)) : I s j, 1 t i < Z, d(x,y) G. a) < 6. 
Suppose now that S, T E A with S, = T, for i ( :< A;. Define h : R - R 
by h(r,(x(S))) = 2,(x(T)) fori E Z and cxtcnd linearly. Then, for 
one gets 
t c [-X/3, X/3] c [f-,“(X), t,v(s)], 
with , 2, 1 < 7. The projection map Ys : dt-,,,$,, - l S,, is Lipschitz; also 
PsOx(T) : n(T), r,(~$,x(S)) = I;(S). Iience 
d(n(T), x(S)) .< K,(c’~)~ < K,d,(S, T) 
where a : d3 : I. Since f is Lipschitz in terms of n(S), f is 1,ipschitz in 
terms of S E A, A with the d,, metric. 
We have left to show that ci 1 /1 is a subshift of finite type. 0 ; /I is transitive 
because the suspension of a homeomorphism is transitive if the homeomor- 
phism is. From stable manifold theory [7, p. 153; 4; 91 comes “canonical 
coordinates:” 
PROPERTY I. For any { > 0 there is a y > 0 so that, if .Y,JJ E X and 
d(x, v) .< i/, then there is a z E X so that J(~$(.Y), &(z)) < 5 and d(+-,(J*), 
&(z)) < < for all 2 2 0. 
Property 1 is independent of the metric used and so is true for flow susl 
on A(o,f) because it is true for the flow +,I X. The map .Y -+ q(.r, 0) embeds 
.A in A(u,f). Let x, 4’ E A be close and z as in Property 1. ‘Phen z = I#+,(=‘) 
for some Z’ E A with ; u -+ 0 as n(.u, 3~) -+ 0. One can argue as in the proof 
of Theorem 6 of [3] to show: 
PROPERTY 2. For any c > 0 there is a S > 0 so that, if x’, y c /l and 
d(x, y) < 6, then there is a n’ E A so that d(a”(x), o”(z’)) < E and d(o-“(y), 
u “(2’)) < l for n 3 0. 
Property 2 for o I 11 implies that 0 1 A is a subshift of finite type [l, Propo- 
sition 6.21. 
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3. EMBEDDING HYPERBOLIC S~aruor.rc FLOWS 
'hEORER.1 2. Let sust : A(u,f) + A(u,f) be a hyperbolic symbo&cJow and 
I < r < CO. There is a Cr-$ow C& on a compact manifold i1/1 with a basic set X 
so that C& ) X is isomorphic fo susl : A(a,f) ~-+ A(u,f). 
Proof \\Te may assume A C CA is of type 2, defined by a map 
A : A? x A! + (0, l} and that A? = {O,..., m - 1). Lctf be Lipschitz with 
respect to d, , a > 1. Choose b > 1 so that b+ < a and n so that bn > 3. 
Let e,, ,..., e2n,n-1 be the standard basis for Rznn’. For k 2: 0, let R(K) be the 
remainder of K when divided by 71, i.e., k - R(k) mod n and 0 < R(K) < n. 
For k < 0, let K(k) = R(--k) + n. Define the map I : A -> R2’lr,l by 
Suppose ZQ = zi for 1 i < N but uA, $ zi.,, or u-,~ -k v,v . Suppose 
u.,’ + ON * Let p and q be the coordinates of I(u) and I(v), respectively, in 
the 2nu, I H(N) place. Then 
Since bn > 3, [b--‘&/(1 - b+)] < i. Thus 
d(l(u), I(v)) > 1 p - q ; 3 $5 N -7 $d,(u, v). 
Since I : A -* R2’ln’ is continuous and one-to-one, it maps A homeo- 
morphically onto a compact set F in R 2nm. Let Fk : l{u E A : uO -= k}. Then 
F F0 u ... u F,-, is a disjoint union of compact sets. Define the rectangles 
I/‘, in RzfLnL b\r 
using b” > 3 one cheeks that P& C V,; . 
Define a hyperbolic linear map I, : Rznrrl --t Renn’ by 
1 
be, -1 if j = 2kn + s, s 2 1 
L(e,) :- “,“I::: 
if j := 2kn 
b--lei+,-l 
if j :: (2K + I)n -: s, s > 1 
if j:=(2k+l)n 
where 0 < s < n. Define the affine map G, : Rzn’~ -4 Rznnl by 
G,(z) -= L(z) - be(,+,),-., j- b-1e(2k+3)n-I 
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and G: Vow ... u V,-, --, R enm bv G\V, = G,\ Vk . It is straightforward 
to check that G(Z(u)) = Z(u(u)) for-u EA. Now 
G(Vk) C {(x0 ,..., xznm-J : b-l < x(Zk+2)n-1 , (2j -I- 2)n -- 1 < &‘--* forj # K) 
and so G is one-to-one on V,, u ... u V,-, . Since the derivative of G is I, 
everywhere, G is either orientation preserving everywhere or orientation 
reversing everywhere. We think of Rznvtl C Sznm. By standard arguments in 
differentiable topology (see [6], f or instance) there is a diffcomorphism 
g : sznm -* &pm so that g -= Gk on a neighborhood of Vk: (this uses that 
v, u ... u vme1 is a disjoint union of disks). 
Now g(F,J n l;j -/ 4 iff A(k, j) : 1. Choose neighborhoods ZYi 3 Pi so 
that g(l;;,) n lYi f 4 iff A(k,j) = 1. Let U 7. U, u ... u U+, . WC claim 
nicz g’(u) = F. First &, g’(n) 3 P because 
g(F) .- G(Z(A)) .-- Z(u(A)) =-: F. 
If x E (liEzg’(U), then g”(x) E UU, for some 0 < ui < m for each i E Z. 
Then u -- (z&,~ E A and g”(Z(u)) and g’(x) lie in the same Ci, for all i. 
Since g(.v) - g(y) = G,(r) - GJy) = L(x - y) for x,y E Or,, we get 
liLi(Z(U) - X)‘, < m;x diam Uk < a. 
Since I; is a hyperbolic linear map, x = Z(u). 
What WC have done so far is just a version of Smale’s horseshoe [9]. Define 
the function fi : F -b R by fi(x) =f(Z-l(x)). For some constant K we have 
If(u) -f(v)’ G m4u, VI. 
For any N > 0 there is an E > 0 such that Z-‘(X), Z-‘(y) agree in places --N 
to N for x, y G F, d(x, y) < E. (This is because Z l : F -+ A is uniformly 
continuous.) In this case, let x =; Z(U), y = Z(v), and Q > N be the largest 
integer so that ui = q for ! i 1 < Q. Then 
and 
d&l, v) = a -Q 
il E - y i/ > +db(u, V) = Jb Q. 
Hence 
‘fib> --fdY)l .-__- 
‘i X - y iIT 
< 6-i; = 2’K ( 5) ’ < 27K (;-)“. 
Since 
b’ < a, 
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this quantity approaches 0 uniformly as d(x, y) -+ 0. By the Whitney exten- 
sion theorem [IO] there is a C-function f. : U + R such that j2 i F -7 fi . 
Since f2 is positive on F, we can find a positive C-function h3 : S”?“” -+ R 
so thatf, / I: -= fi (use partitions of unity). 
Consider Y =. {(x, t) E SPnm x R : 0 < t < f3(x)}. Y is a C-manifold 
with boundary W,, u WI where W’, -= SPnrrr x 0 and WI = {(x, f3(x)): x E S2’Lni~. 
‘The map ‘I’ : kiTI -F W,, given by T(x, f3(x)) = (g(x), 0) is a diffeomorphism 
since R : SZrim - Sgnm is. Pasting I&‘, and IV1 together with T we obtain a 
G-manifold A4 (e.g., see [5, p. 251) and prqjection P : Y -+ 42. \Ye obtain 
a C’ flow dl : 34 -+ M by suspension as in Section 1, i.e., in Y flow vertically 
and remember identifications. Define a map h : A(G,~) ----> M by h(u, ‘) --- 
p(l(u), f). This is a homcomorphism onto the &-invariant set A’ 1 
p((F x R) n Y). The set V -= p((I; x R) n Y) IS a neighborhood of X and 
X = nlii-R+I C’. Finally, (bl is hyperbolic on A7 since f is hyperbolic on F. 
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